
Expanded Landcraft Vehicle Chart
During early editing of the Fading Suns Revised Player’s Guide, some vehicles fell out of the Landcraft Vehicle Chart and 
never found their way back into the book. While these vehicles may not change the course of a drama, e believe that small 
details can make a great difference when creating or running a games that have the feel of taking place in a living game 
world. 
Below is the expanded Landcraft chart from the FSR Player’s Guide (pg. 352) and the descriptions of new vehicles that 
have been added to the chart. Enjoy!

Type TL speed Goal Scale Structure Armor Fuel Range Cargo Cost
Ground – Cycles

LeagueAuto Quadbike 4 70 kph 0 Vehicle 5 0 Petrol 280 km 75 kg 1,000

Masat-50 Roadbike 4 65 kph 0 Personal 5 0 Petrol 200 km - 750

RFE Dragon 5 220 kph -4 Personal 5 0 Fusion 50 km - 1,500

Ground – Transport

Hazat AT Rover 4 110 kph 0 Vehicle 16 6 Petrol 250 km 100 kg 2,500

Hazat Field Transport 4 95 kph 0 Vehicle 20 6 Petrol 300 km (2 ton) 3,000

LeagueAuto Luxury Coach 4 130 kph 0 Vehicle 12 6 Petrol 120 km 300 kg 3,000

LeagueAuto Muster PMV 4 90 kph 0 Vehicle 12 6 Petrol 100 km (1 ton) 2,000

LeagueAuto Street Carriage 4 80 kph 0 Vehicle 8 2 Petrol 300 km - 1,500

Shodan Off-Roader 4 95 kph +1 Vehicle 20 2 Petrol 250 km - 2,500

Shodan Scrounger 4 95 kph +1 Vehicle 20 4 Petrol 400 km 1 ton 3,000

Ground Vehicles – Special

Sikorsky Autosled 4 65 kph 0 Vehicle 5 0 Petrol 200 km 50 kg 800

Skimmers – Cycles

Lancety Pegasus-250 5 400 kph -1 Personal 6 0 Fusion 450 km - 9,000

Mestengo Rover 5 300 kph 0 Personal 6 0 Fusion 500 km - 7,000

Tulanian Glidercycle 5 200 kph 0 Personal 5 0 Fusion 200 km - 4,500

Skimmers - Transports

Juandaastas Slider 5 375 kph +1 Vehicle 7 2 Fusion 350 km - 15,000

Kesparate Spinner 7 400 kph +1 Vehicle 10 2 Fusion 500 km 300 kg 25,000

Koshi-Yu DesertRaider 5 420 kph -1 Vehicle 7 2 Fusion 400 km 100 kg 7,500

Koshi-Yu DesertRaider II 5 420 kph +1 Vehicle 8 2 Fusion 440 km 50 kg 10,000

Koshi-Yu Floating Pagoda 5 80 kph 0 Vehicle 5 2 Fusion 30 km 100 kg 2,000

Lionheart Flivver – Sedan 5 300 kph +1 Vehicle 8 3 Fusion 250 km 100 kg 7,000

Lionheart Flivver – Diligence 5 350 kph 0 Vehicle 8 2 Fusion 400 km 500 kg 6,000

Lionheart Flivver – Carriage 5 120 kph -1 Vehicle 5 0 Fusion 300 km 100 kg 2,000

Masood Griffon Aircar 5 480 kph -1 Vehicle 9 2 Fusion 400 km - 10,000

Masood Griffon Speed Racer 5 640 kph 0 Vehicle 7 1 Fusion 300 km - 12,000

Vehicle Types
This document expands the list of vehicle types that are listed in the Player’s Guide to provide more detail. These categories 
are the common definitions used by the people of the Known Worlds, and particularly by the Merchant League when 
negotiating trade arrangements with nobles. 

Cycles
Small vehicles generally crafted for one operator, often with a sparse accommodation for a passenger. Ground versions 
are typically open to the elements, but the higher operating requirements for skimmer cycles require more protection for 
the operator. Ground cycles are generally two-wheeled, but three-wheel (trike) versions are not unheard of. Four-wheeled 
ground cycles (quads) are typically used where terrain is rough and are more common in rural fiefdoms. 



Transports
This rather broad category of vehicle covers everything from basic cheap transport cars up to large trucks that are used 
to transport goods. The primary difference between transports and cycles is that they typically have space for an operator 
plus three or more passengers and they typically have closed cabins for comfort. Larger transports have large cargo storage 
bays or seats for dozens of passengers.
Off-road versions of these vehicles use large wheels, or even tracks instead of wheels. They are also typically more rugged 
and sacrifice some carrying capacity and performance for the utility of traversing difficult terrain. 

Special
This is a catch-all category for extremely specialized vehicles. These vehicles can fall into any of the above classes but are 
hyper-specialized for operating in one specific type of terrain. Most commonly for use in snow-covered arctic regions or 
personal vehicles that operate on or under water but do not classify as ships or submarines. 

New Vehicles for Fading Suns
These are the descriptions for the new vehicles added in this document. Where applicable, individual models are listed 
under the relevant manufacturer or designer. The vehicles mentioned here are not the only vehicles available in the Known 
Worlds, but are provided to represent the most common models that the players are likely to encounter. The Game Master, 
and players with GM approval, should feel free to add, design, or create new vehicles as needed for their campaign or even 
to share with others. 

Hazat Transport
This branch of the Talon House’s war machine specializes in field transportation and logistics. Hazat Transport is owned 
by Hazat military investors, with Muster support members as advisors. It is less concerned with troop transportation then 
quick officer mobility and general logistics and supply. 

Hazat AT Rover
An armored all-terrain wheeled vehicle similar to a 21st century HMMV. It seats driver and co-driver, plus two or three 
(depending on personal gear) passengers in cramped backseats. Up to 100 kg of cargo may safely be strapped atop the 
AT Rover’s roof. Some models have the backseats removed for the benefit of a cargo bed that may mount a suitable 
machinegun or similar weapon platform.

Hazat Field Transport
This sturdy six-wheeled truck has a large flat-bed that is sometimes used to transport troops quickly, but supports a 
modular set of structures that Hazat and Muster logistics officers can swap out as needed for special roles. The most 
common modules are a strategic command unit that offers tactical support, radio, and when available satellite and network 
links; a field medical unit with beds for four patients and a large quantity of medical supplies; and a mechanical workshop 
for guild engineers to use for field repairs of important equipment. 

Koshi-Yu Industries
This Kish-based corporation is owned by a small clique of Li Halan investors, and run by various low-level members of 
the Engineers Guild. Many young engineers use Koshi-Yu as a stepping-stone for their career, serving for a few years in 
Koshi-Yu skimmer workshops to acquire the necessary skills, contacts, and experience to seek more prestigious jobs in 
the ranks of the Engineers Guild. 

DesertRaider / DesertRaider II
Koshi-Yu’s most famous skimmer is the DesertRaider, originally designed and manufactured on Kish as a reliable vehicle 
for desert travel. Since the end of the Emperor Wars however, Koshi-Yu has outsourced production to various Lyonesse 
workshops on Midian, who have made several improvements and upgrades to the original design. The DesertRaider V2 
out of Lyonesse, has therefore become a much sought after skimmer among wealthy guilders and nobles. Both models 
have seen increased exports every year since the late 4990s, and second-hand models are especially enjoying brisk trade to 
Hazat and Urth Orthodox dignitaries.



Floating Pagoda
Another famous Koshi-Yu skimmer, is the Floating Pagoda, a hover palanquin for those dignitaries who do not trust 
servants to carry them around. The baseline model has a three-tiered roofed construction with gaudy finials and other 
decorations that seats two people comfortably (a third can barely fit in if there is no luggage aboard).
Other Floating Pagoda models include, the more austere Pontiff version (a hovering throne with the space for two small-
bodied guardsmen to stand behind it, enclosed in a transparent dome); the no-frills Guild Master version (a sleek flying 
box not unlike a small wheel-less ground car, costing 10% less than the baseline model); or alternatively a custom decorated 
version that cost a mere 10% extra, or 20% for the really extravagant ones. 

Reynaldo-Funakoshi Engineering
In the Known Worlds, this duo from the Engineer’s Guild are likely the most famous engineers in the past hundred 
years. Their League Patent on building an extremely fast and customizable cycle using a fusion cell has brought them 
fame amongst young nobles in possession of more firebirds than common sense. RFE products are also popular with 
scraver members who operate in urban areas where the roads are well-maintained. 
RFE Dragon
This sleek cycle has captured the imagination of many of the wealthy young, particularly those of House Decados. The 
skill required to handle it, along with the fast speeds it can achieve has also made racing this cycle a sport in the few years 
since its distribution began. It can only seat one driver in a forward-leaning racing position. Modifications exist to add an 
additional passenger, but that even further reduces the handling. 
Modifications and customizations range from cheap cosmetic modifications to extreme modifications that the rider hope 
will give an edge in racing. Most of the modifications reduce handling and increase top speed or acceleration, but some 
riders prefer to increase the handling abilities and race where there are more obstacles. 

LeagueAuto
This Leagueheim base company is one of the main manufacturers of personal vehicles within the Phoenix Empire. Their 
Quadbikes and Street Carriages are popular models (see FSR PG p.351), emphasizing function over form, which means 
less resistance from the Church on their distribution to freemen and use by serfs.

LeagueAuto Luxury Coach
The Luxury Coach is the vehicle of choice for guilders and nobles alike in regions where skimmers are not available or not 
a desired mode of transportation. This vehicle runs counter to LeagueAtuo’s typical designs, elaborate styling, swooping 
contours, and custom paint jobs make this transport stand-out. It comfortably seats driver and co-driver in a driving 
compartment that can be sealed off from the passengers in the back for privacy. The back has room for four passengers (six 
if cramped) in facing backseats and often has additional amenities such as beverage dispensers and coolers. The chassis 
and body are armored and the windows made of slugproof plasteel. 

Muster PMV
Another LeagueAuto model is the Muster PMV (Personnel Mobility Vehicle), an armored truck used for transporting 
personnel (or slaves). It seats driver and co-driver in the front, and eight personnel in the back (an additional four can ride 
very uncomfortably on the floor between the seats). By removing the seats in the back, the Muster PMV transform into a 
hauler truck, with a maximum capacity of 1 metric ton. 

Lionheart Flivvers
A Delphi based conglomerate of Hawkwood owners and Scravers tech-reclaimers, Lionheart Flivvers specializes in 
restoring ancient skimmers for sale to the growing class of post-Emperor Wars nouveau riche Hawkwood oligarchs. In the 
past few years, Lionheart Flivvers have gained a reputation for classy and solid hovercars, their products competing with 
other skimmer producers on style and price. From their production facilities in the Shiro metropolitan area on Delphi, 
Lionheart Flivvers export skimmers all across Hawkwood space, but also to Byzantium Secundus, Severus, and Grail, as 
well as to many local Merchant League markets throughout the Phoenix Empire. The conglomerate is also rumored to 
negotiate with Decados and Li Halan nobles to set up reclamation and production facilities on Severus, Pandemonium, 
Icon, and Ungavorox. 
Famous Lionheart Flivvers designs include the Oldster Sedan (aimed at style-conscious VIPs), the Sky Diligence (midlevel 
officials and businesspeople), and the Polloi Carriage (their attempt at an affordable hovercar). 



Vehicle Ownership
Sections of ancient roadway exist in some places, but in many locales this is not the case.. During the Second Republic, 
networks of roads and highway systems were no longer a necessity. Many of them were dismantled or abandoned to return 
to nature. After the fall, the ability to link towns and cities by roads was non-existent and not a priority. Roads have been 
developed out of the necessity to transport critical resources like food. Even with the lack of highway networks, landcraft 
have seen a resurgance though as they are durable, reliable, and easily maintained. When an engine fails on a landcraft the 
results are rarely fatal. 
For most cadres, owning a landcraft may not be the most practical solution. Vehicle owning cadres who travel frequently 
between continents or worlds are subject to the extra expense of transporting their craft. If they have their own starship 
they would need to sacrifice storage to accommodate the vehicle. Furthermore, many of the smaller starships do not have 
the dedicated space to store a vehicle without significant reconfiguration. Even fewer are designed with a ramp to allow 
a vehicle to be driven in and out. Cycles would be the most likely choice as they could fit through most airlocks and be 
stowed in a smaller area. 
When owning a vehicle is not practical, the Merchant League has many rental options. In fact, the Church Orthodoxy 
actually prefers that the League rent vehicles rather than sell them to minimize the taint of technology upon the immortal 
soul. The Reeves Guild has developed many standardized rental contracts for situations ranging from hourly floating 
pagoda rentals to the multi-year contracts used by the nobility to outfit their houses. These contracts notoriously place 
nearly all liability and costs on the renter and have provisions for extra fees for mistreatment. 

Renting Vehicles
By far, the most common arrangements are guilds renting vehicles to clients (renters) using contracts designed by the 
Reeves. The rental services themselves are uncommon outside of large populations, but traveling merchants who make 
the rounds to the outlying communities often have copies of long-term rental contracts that can be signed on the spot and 
subsequently have a vehicle delivered, for a fee of course.
Most rental contracts clearly state the period of time the rental will last for and the general expected use of the vehicle. The 
most important one for player characters will likely be the daily, weekly, or monthly rates. A Reeves Guild character will 
likely know about alternative and special contracts that might save the cadre money but most characters would be offered 
one of the standard forms.
The typical contract includes a percentage deposit that is returned to the renter when the vehicles is returned, minus any 
fees for damage or refueling. The contracts also hold the renter responsible for the cost of the entire vehicle in case it is 
lost, stolen, destroyed, or made inoperable in any way. Additionally, any fees, fines, tickets, or other expenses incurred by 
the renter while using the vehicle are the renter’s responsibility. 

Hourly Rental
The hourly rental charges a deposit fee equal to 5% of the vehicle’s cost and generally has a rate of 1% of the vehicle’s cost 
per hour. The most common use of the hourly rental is in larger communities for transportation of large amounts of goods, 
or for small personal transportation vehicles for short visits. Vehicles rented on these terms often have League installed 
governors that keep their range very short to prevent theft and trackers to locate them and warn the rental agency when 
they leave a certain area. Because of these extra security measures these contracts require the least amount of background 
checking. 

Daily Rental
The deposit fee for a daily rental remains at 5% of the vehicle’s total cost but is more economical than an hourly rental. 
The daily rental also may require that the potential renter prove that they can handle the vehicle and possibly be limited to 
ranking officials in some places. The fee for a daily rental is typically around 2% of the vehicles total cost. 

Weekly Rental
Weekly rentals are generally only available to nobles, ranking church and guild officials, or those acting on their behalf. 
The typical weekly rental agreement requires a 10% of the deposit equal to the vehicles purchase price and charges 1% of 
the vehicle’s purchase price per week. 
Example: Renting a Kesparate Spinner on Leagueheim on a weekly contract would typically cost you 250 fb per week, plus a 
2500 fb deposit. 



Purchasing Vehicles
As with all goods and services in Fading Suns, the costs listed in the chart are guidelines only. On higher TL worlds, 
vehicles of lower TL will tend to be more plentiful and sometimes cheaper, depending on the existing transportation 
infrastructure. Vehicles coming from Tech Levels higher than a locale are more expensive. Costs (for purchase or rental)
typically double with each step up in TL above the local TL, assuming that these higher tech craft are available at all. Other 
factors might apply as well, such as the vehicle’s state of repair (see FSR PG p.273), the availability of vehicles in the region, 
and the size of the local population. 

Fuel Costs
Vehicles marked as having “Fusion” for fuel, are powered by standard fusion cells. A vehicle usually needs one fusion 
cell per 50km, or fraction thereof, of range (see FSR PG p.335 for more information on fusion cells). Vehicles fueled by 
petroleum need to have their tank regularly refilled. As fuel stations are rare in the 6th millennium, vehicles are typically 
designed with very large fuel tanks. Refueling a petrol tank costs on average about 1fb per 10km of range, but can be 
adjusted by remoteness of location and availability of resources. 
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